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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present MonoTrans2, a new user interface
to support monolingual translation; that is, translation by
people who speak only the source language or only the
target language, but not both. Previous systems built to
support monolingual translation have assumed a
synchronous translation process, which it turns out not
necessary. In an experiment translating children's books,
we show that MonoTrans2 is able to substantially close the
gap between machine translation and human bilingual
translations. These results show that speakers of both
languages do not have to interact in real time to translate
collaboratively.
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INTRODUCTION

Monolingual translation, or translation by people who speak
only the source or the target language, has been used to
solve the problem of translating between rare languages, or
to achieve quality translation at a large scale [2][3] . At the
core of monolingual translation are protocols in which the
human participants (monolingual source or target language
speakers) work together to make sense of machine
translations. Since monolingual translation does not depend
on bilingual humans, it can enable translation between
uncommon language pairs where a bilingual translator is
hard to find. In addition, monolingual translation can be
supported by a larger population, and thus is likely to result
in much higher throughput.
Previous systems to support monolingual translation have
assumed a synchronous translation process, where source
language speakers and target language speakers take part in
the translation of a sentence in an alternating sequence.
While experiments about these systems all showed
promising preliminary results, the synchronous translation

process is limited because any successful and timely
translation depends on the presence of speakers on both
sides for a sustained period. In practice, this is not scalable
for monolingual translation because:
1) The speaker populations are usually imbalanced. There
can be many source language speakers and very few target
language speakers, or vice versa.
2) The speakers may be located in different time zones, and
thus have vast differences in their schedules. This adds to
the difficulty of sequential participation.
Therefore, it is our goal to enable every participant to take
part in the translation process at any time in order to gain
higher throughput of monolingual translation systems,
especially for translation between rare language pairs1.
In this paper, we describe MonoTrans2, a system that works
in an asynchronous fashion, enabling users to participate
independently of any other users. We performed an
experiment in which MonoTrans2 was deployed to translate
children's books in the International Children’s Digital
Library (ICDL – www.childrenslibrary.org). The results
show that it is effective at supporting monolingual
translation, and anecdotally more so than previous
synchronous systems.
RELATED WORK

Monolingual translation systems have been built before,
such as MonoTrans system [2] and the Language Grid
system [3]. These are examples of Human Computation,
systems which connect people and computers to solve
problems not easily addressable by either party [4]. In these
systems, a machine translation channel connects one or
more source language speakers and target language
speakers. The sentence being translated is passed between
the source and target speakers through the machine
translation channel. On each side, the users perform actions
such as edit, accept/reject and/or attach extra information.
Together, the source and target speakers try to make sense
out of the noisy machine-translated sentence.
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By “rare”, we mean language pairs for which it is more difficult
to find MT or professional bilingual translation.

Figure 1. The MonoTrans2 UI for the target language speakers. Notice 1) the number indicating tasks before
sentences; 2) the finalized sentence, and 3) the contextual help on the right. The background image is a scan of the
actual book with original text removed. It is presented in the UI to show context.
The Language Grid experimental system [3] is based on a
two-phase synchronous protocol between two users. In the
first phase, the source language speaker repetitively
rephrases the sentence, and the target language speaker
decides whether or not the machine translation can be
understood. Once the translation becomes understandable,
the protocol enters the second phase, in which the target
language speaker proposes one rephrase of the machine
translation at a time, and the source language speaker
decides whether the translation is sufficient by comparing
the back-translation with the original.
MonoTrans [2] was based on a different iterative protocol ,
in which a sentence is first automatically translated into the
target language and given to the target language speaker.
Then, at each step, the source and the target language
speaker take turns to edit, or attach extra information to, the
translation (or its back-translation).
These systems all assume a synchronous model. The
Language Grid system assumes that users are online and
that the same pair (or pairs) of users are working on the
same sentence extensively until it has been translated.
Monotrans has a clearly defined back-and-forth process
where each side's task must be completed before the next
step of work can be done.
MONOTRANS2 UI

We designed MonoTrans2 (Figure 1) to support
monolingual translation with an asynchronous translation
process. The asynchronous process still connects the two
(groups of) users through a machine translation channel.
Although the protocol may appear to imply that the source
and target language speakers should take turns to edit the
sentence, this is in fact an artificial restriction. The
asynchronous process we describe here allows translation
or back-translation to be edited by multiple users on the

same side simultaneously. The edited (back-)translations
are then sent to users on the other side in parallel. This is
similar to the synchronous process except that there are
multiple parallel threads of translations/back-translations.
In particular, MonoTrans2 is designed to support:
1) Asynchronous edits: Users can perform a task (edit a
sentence, attach information, etc.) at any time, and do not
be wait for other users to finish a task.
2) Short tasks: Users are given clear indicators of tasks with
each task targeted to take no more than a few minutes to
finish.
3) Minimal context: Users are not required to understand
the whole process to participate. They do not need to know
what happened before, and do not need to know anything
about the UI to start using it. Instead, the UI provides stepby-step guidance to users, and provides them with the
minimal context needed to perform the task. For more
curious participants, additional context (such as the original
sentence in the other language) is available.
Compared to previous monolingual translation UIs based
on synchronous translation processes, the largest difference
of MonoTrans2 is the parallel editing mechanism, which
enables users to work at the same time without waiting.
The simultaneous edited (back-)translations are presented in
MonoTrans2 as translation candidates. Target language
speakers propose translation candidates (Figure 2). These
candidate are back-translated and presented to the source
language speakers in parallel with each other. Source
language speakers, in turn, can propose a rephrase of the
original sentence at any time, and the rephrased source
sentences become candidates, which are then translated and
presented to the target language speakers.

Book
Spanish 1
Spanish 2
Spanish 3
Spanish 4
German 1

All
24
68
27
18
105

Edited/Voted
24
62
0
4
72

Finalized
22
53
0
1
1

Table 1. Number of sentence edited and finalized in
each book
Figure 2. The list of candidate translations for the target
language speakers.
Because MonoTrans2 presents multiple translation
candidates for every sentence, it is not as easy as in the
synchronous systems to identify the best candidate (which,
in those systems, is the most current one). To overcome
this difficulty, MonoTrans2 allows users to vote in favor of
or against any candidate. Voting not only helps to identify
the best candidate in an accumulative manner, but also
provides a casual user with a very short and intuitive task.
During the design of MonoTrans2, special attention was
paid to relieve users from excessive context. For example,
the mechanism to attach extra information to clarify parts of
a sentence was redesigned. In an initial design of
MonoTrans2, target language speakers ask questions about
the parts that need clarification, and source language
speakers attach clarifying information as answers. This
design created a tension for casual users who use
MonoTrans only once on the target side, because they
either have to send a question without seeing its answer, or
receive answers for questions they did not ask. To avoid
this problem, this functionality was refactored so that target
language speakers only mark parts of sentences that need
clarification (without asking a specific question), and
source language speakers choose the clarification type and
content.
EXPERIMENT

We ran an online experiment of MonoTrans2, translating
children's books from the ICDL. We had four Spanish
books translated into German, and one German book
translated into Spanish. All books were translated from
original published versions.
Participants were recruited from ICDL volunteer translators
who speak German or Spanish (but not both). Sixty (60)
Spanish speakers and 22 German speakers participated.
During a four-day period, participants edited 195 sentences,
and finished translating 77 of them. Table 1 shows the
number of completed sentences within each book. Books
in the same language are presented in the same order as
they are in the experiment. We can see that although users
are free to choose books to work on, within the same
language, they usually choose to work on one book after
another.
Two bilingual evaluators were independently recruited from
ICDL volunteers to compare the translation quality between

MonoTrans2 and Google Translate (both evaluated all the
sentences). The bilingual evaluators (who were paid for
their work) were given each system's output along with the
original sentences and asked to rate every translated
sentence's fluency and adequacy [1]. Two native Spanish
speakers (who were also paid) were recruited to evaluate
translation quality of the Spanish translation of the German
book. They were given the output of each system, along
with a ground-truth Spanish translation for reference.
Again, they were asked to rate every translated sentence's
fluency and adequacy. We also hired further native German
speakers to evaluate the Spanish books, but unfortunately,
they did not finish the evaluation, and their work could not
be included in this analysis.
As shown in Table 2, more sentences generated by
MonoTrans2 were rated with top fluency and adequacy by
all evaluators. The distributions of fluency and adequacy
scores from the bilingual evaluators are shown in Figure 3
Fluency
B1
G
M2
B2
G
M2
S1
S2

G
M2
G
M2

Adequacy
B1
G
M2
B2
G
M2
S1
S2

G
M2
G
M2

1
2
4
5
3

2
8
7
52
11

3
69
6
55
11

4
28
14
25
22

5
55
131
25
115

Total
162
162
162
162

11
3
6
1

6
3
9
1

6
1
12
2

15
11
20
18

34
54
25
50

72
72
72
72

1
6
2
5
4

2
33
7
52
10

3
38
6
55
11

4
23
5
26
21

5
62
142
24
116

Total
162
162
162
162

9
7
14
6

7
1
12
4

7
4
6
14

20
8
19
25

29
52
21
23

72
72
72
72

Table 2. Fluency and adequacy scores by each evaluator.

B1 and B2 are bilinguals; S1 and S2 are Spanish
speakers; G: Google; M2: MonoTrans2
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Figure 3. Fluency distribution of edited sentences with
two bilingual evaluators (1=worst, 5=best)
and Figure 42. The point most worth noting is the shift in
adequacy (Figure 4). With MonoTrans2, the peak of
adequacy distribution has been shifted from 3 to 5. Note
that the improvements in fluency are to be expected given
that the final output is always edited by a human, as is the
heavy non-bell-curve skew toward top fluency. This
pattern is similar to results with MonoTrans [2], which
shows that an asynchronous translation process has at least
comparable capability with a synchronous translation
process.
Fifteen (15) participants wrote emails about their subjective
feedback (see Table 3). While there are concerns about the
overall process and output quality, none of the emails is
about translation speed.
DISCUSSION

Compared to the original MonoTrans system, MonoTrans2
users were able to finish more work in the same amount of
time 3 , but there were a number of differences in these
studies, so this should be taken as a rough indication.
While MonoTrans2 has the potential to scale up with more
public participation (i.e., through Amazon Mechanical
Turk), issues related to cheating would have to be taken
into account. In our experiment, the specific participant
population helped us avoid these problems. Although
Issue
Does not understand process
Finalized sentences contain errors
Cannot enter special characters
Log in/account setup
Software bug
Initial translation quality
Noisy translation channel

#
4
3
2
2
2
2
1

Table 3. Number of usability issues in users’ emails
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They evaluated all the books; The Spanish speaking evaluators
only evaluated the book translated into Spanish.
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Figure 4. Adequacy distribution of edited sentences
with two bilingual evaluators (1=worst, 5=best)
voting in MonoTrans2 is not specifically designed to
prevent cheating, it has been shown [4] that cheating can be
prevented by multiple rounds of verification. In the future,
we will investigate these issues.
CONCLUSION

This paper presents MonoTrans2, a new system that
supports asynchronous monolingual translation. We used
MonoTrans2 to successfully translate children's books in
the ICDL.
The experiment shows that although
monolingual translation requires input from both source and
target language speakers, synchronous interaction between
these groups is not necessary. As reflected by the design of
MonoTrans2, tasks in a translation process can be designed
so every user can perform a task independent of the others.
The tasks can be broken down and shortened so there is
always a task for any user.
By introducing these
independent short tasks, the synchronicity restriction for
monolingual translation can be removed, which in turn
improves the scalability for monolingual translation.
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